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C72: gaudiene, a hollow and aromatic all-carbon
molecule†
Dage Sundholm*
A new allotropic form of carbon is proposed. The molecular
structure of a cavernous C72 molecule has been optimized at the
density functional theory level. The structure belonging to the Oh
point group was found to be a minimum on the potential energy
surface. Current-density calculations show that the gaudiene
molecule with formally 72 p electrons sustains strong diatropic
currents when exposed to an external magnetic field.
The discovery of the fullerene molecules C60 and C70 was
reported in 1985.1 Since then, many fullerenes of different size
and shape have been fabricated with carbon nanotubes as the
tallest member.2 Fullerenes and carbon nanotubes are considered
as the third allotropic form of carbon, with diamond and graphite
as the first two. More recently, the fourth carbon allotrope, namely
graphene which consists of a graphite monolayer, was discovered.3
The discovery of fullerenes and graphene shows the incredible
flexibility of carbon. The usefulness of the novel carbon structures
has led to an intense research activity in the field. Fullerenes and
carbon nanotube-based carbon structures have been proposed as
basic building blocks for a variety of interesting nanotechnological
applications.4 Fullerenes and graphene are not the only possibilities
to construct novel all-carbon materials. The carbon nanofoam is
considered as the fifth carbon allotrope.5 Human imagination and
creativity have led to predictions of molecular structures of other
carbon allotropes, the building blocks of which one has tried to
synthesize.6–12
Here, a new carbon allotrope is proposed. It is named
gaudiene, because its structure is inspired from the work of
the Spanish architect Antoni Gaudi, which is shown in the
graphical abstract.13 Gaudiene has structural similarities to
fullerenes as it is also an almost spherical all-carbon molecule.
Gaudiene consists of 72 carbon atoms and has Oh symmetry.
Gaudiene may be considered as the sixth carbon allotrope,
because of its novel carbon structure. It does not consist of any
five-membered or six-membered carbon rings but of completely
new building blocks for three-dimensional carbon structures.
Gaudiene is not merely an interesting molecule, it also opens
the avenue to the construction of a new class of carbon based
molecules and materials.
The molecular structure of gaudiene was optimized at the
density functional theory (DFT) level using the Becke–Perdew
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional (BP86) in
combination with the Karlsruhe split-valence polarization (SVP)
basis sets.14–17 The harmonic frequencies of the vibrational
spectrum calculated at the BP86/SVP level were all real.18 The
molecular structure reported in the ESI† was optimized at the
DFT level using Becke’s three-parameter functional (B3LYP)
and the new Karlsruhe triple-z quality basis sets augmented
with polarization functions (def2-TZVP).19–21 The DFT calculations
were performed using Turbomole.22,23
The gaudiene structure with Oh symmetry consists of six
four-sided rings having four carbons on each side with alternating
triple and single bonds. The four-sided rings are surrounded on
each side by hexadehydro[12]annulene rings, which are known to
form antiaromatic molecules.25,26 The eight hexadehydro[12]-
annulene rings have single bonds that alternate with double
and triple bonds. Thus, gaudiene has 24 CRC, 12 CQC, and
48 C–C bonds, whose lengths are R(CRC) = 122.0 pm, R(CQC) =
141.9 pm, and R(C–C) = 140.2 pm. The molecular structure is
shown in Fig. 1.
Gaudiene is a stable molecule with an energy gap of 1.81 eV
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) calculated at
the B3LYP level. HOMO and LUMO belong to the t1u and a1g
irreducible representations, respectively. Gaudiene is 12.6 kcal mol1
per carbon atom less stable than fullerenes (Fig. 2).
B3LYP calculations of the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) shielding constants show that gaudiene has two different
carbons with magnetic shieldings of 31.9 ppm and 44.7 ppm,
which correspond to 13C NMR chemical shifts of 151.5 ppm and
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138.7 ppm relatively to tetramethylsilane (TMS), respectively.
For C60, the experimental signal in the
13C NMR spectrum
appears at 142.68 ppm.27
The aromatic character of fullerenes has been a matter of
debate ever since the remark by Kroto et al.1 that C60 appears to
be aromatic. Since then, various studies of the aromaticity of
C60 have been reported.
28–35 The established opinion is that C60
is nonaromatic. Aromaticity studies are challenged by the
elusive nature of the property. An unambiguous definition of
aromaticity is unsettled even though or because the aromaticity
concept is very old. A common denominator is that planar
aromatic molecules that fulfil Hückel’s (4n + 2)p electron rule
sustain a net diatropic ring current when they are exposed to
external magnetic fields. A similar electron-counting rule holds for
the aromaticity of fullerenes and other cavernous approximately
spherical molecules.32,34 The magic numbers for spherical
aromaticity is obtained by considering that the potential housing
the valence electrons is infinitely thin and spherical. The aufbau
principle then yields magic numbers of 2(n + 1)2 including 72 for
n = 5, which is the formal number of p electrons of gaudiene.
Current-density calculations on C60 and C60
10+ showed that
fullerenes are nonaromatic, whereas C60
10+ with 50 p electrons
is a spherical aromatic molecule with strong diatropic shell
currents.34 Spherical aromatic molecules sustain diatropic shell
currents on the inside and the outside of the molecular
integument. The current flow does not follow the chemical
bonds of the molecule. The calculations showed that the
magnetically induced currents circulate perpendicularly to the
applied magnetic field on the molecular surface of the fullerenes.
For C60, the paratropic current on the inside of the molecular frame
cancels the diatropic current outside it, whereas for C60
10+ the shell
current is uniformly diatropic.34
The magnetically induced current density of gaudiene has
been studied at the BP86/SVP and B3LYP/def2-TZVP levels to
assess its aromatic character. The current density or actually
the susceptibility of the magnetically induced current density
(in nA T1) was obtained using our gauge-including magnetically
induced current (GIMIC) method,37–39 which yields gauge-
independent current densities, because gauge including atomic
orbitals (GIAOs) are employed in the calculations.40 Explicit
values for the current strengths are obtained by numerical
integration of the current density passing chemical bonds or
selected planes through the molecule.39
The magnetic field is applied in the z direction along the
symmetry axis that passes at the center of the four-sided rings
in Fig. 1b. The integration plane begins at the symmetry axis
and cuts through half of the molecule. The integration plane
extends radially passing at the center of, e.g., the CRC and
CQC bonds obliquely upwards (Fig. 1b). The integrated
strength of the current density that passes the plane is
44.3 nA T1. The net current strength calculated at the
B3LYP/def2-TZVP level consists of a diatropic contribution of
56.7 nA T1 and the paratropic contribution is 12.4 nA T1. In
Fig. 3, the solid line shows the profile of the current density as a
function of the radial distance (R) from the symmetry axis of the
molecule. Integration of the current-density profile with respect to
R yields the radial current-density function, which is proportional
to the curve shown with the dashed line. The curves in Fig. 3
show that paratropic currents flow on the inside of the CRC
bonds. Diatropic currents dominate outside the CRC bonds.
The minimum of the current-profile function at about 3 bohr
(160 pm) and the minimum of the function at 3.6 bohr (190 pm)
Fig. 1 The molecular structure of gaudiene from two different views. The
pictures are made with MOLDEN.24
Fig. 2 The energy levels of the frontal orbitals calculated at the B3LYP level.
Fig. 3 The solid line shows the strength of the magnetically induced current
density (in nA T1 bohr1) for gaudiene as a function of the radial distance
(in bohr), 1 bohr = 52.9177 pm. The shape of the integrated current density is
shown with the dashed line. The vertical line at 8.86 bohr (469 pm) indicates the
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for the integrated current strength are just inside the first CRC
bond at a distance of 4.3 bohr (228 pm) from the symmetry axis.
The strong diatropic contributions in the interval of 4–8 bohr
originate from the region between the CRC and CQC bonds
(Fig. 1b), which corresponds to the hexadehydro[12]annulene
ring. The maximum is due a current flow between the two
double bonds of the hexadehydro[12]annulene. The current
passes almost 100 pm from the CRC bond. A minimum is
seen in the curve for the current profile when the radial distance
approaches the CQC bond indicating the presence of some
paratropic current contributions inside the double bond. The
CQC bond lies at a distance of 8.6 bohr (457 pm) from the
symmetry axis. The peak maximum at 9.9 bohr (520 pm)
originates from the diatropic current density outside the
CQC bond.
The large net current strength of 44.3 nA T1 shows that
gaudiene is an aromatic molecule. The ring-current strength is
almost four times larger than the benzene value of 11.8 nA T1
calculated at the same level.41 Even though gaudiene has 72 p
electrons and fulfills the 2(n + 1)2 rule for spherical aromaticity
it cannot be considered to be a spherical aromatic molecule,
because the magnetically induced currents mainly follow the
chemical bonds. The holes in the molecule are too large to
render significant through-space transport of the currents
feasible.
Gaudiene might also open the avenue to novel materials
with interesting properties. The synthesis of three-dimensional
zeolite-like structures consisting of cross-linked gaudiene mole-
cules might be feasible. The porous all-carbon material would
be very light and might possess interesting properties due to
the regular cavities. Fullerenes with hexaethynylbenzene
(C18H6)
42 as basic building blocks might also be a possibility
to construct novel all-carbon structures.
Interesting hydrocarbons can be obtained by partially saturating
the triple bond to double bonds or by saturating all multiple bonds
of gaudiene. The partially hydrogenated gaudiene, with the
chemical formula C72H48, may be an interesting starting point for
gaudiene-based chemistry. The hydrogenation of the triple bonds
of C72 forming double bonds breaks the symmetry yielding a
slightly distorted nonsymmetric but almost spherical molecule.
Current-density calculations show that C72H48 is nonaromatic. The
p orbitals of the CRC bonds that are perpendicular to the
molecular surface are saturated implying that the p conjugation
along the molecular surface is interrupted at the hydrogenated
triple bonds. The current-density calculations yielded a net current
strength of 2.0 nA T1 at the BP86/SVP level. The net current
strength consists of diatropic and paratropic contributions of
59.9 nA T1 and 61.9 nA T1, respectively. The hydrogenated
gaudiene (C72H48) is though a very stable molecule with a
HOMO–LUMO gap of 2.83 eV at the BP86/SVP level. Preliminary
calculations indicate that the fully hydrogenated gaudiene
(C72H120) is a hollow hydrocarbon with a large HOMO–LUMO
gap of more than 6 eV at the BP86/SVP level.
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